Explanatory Notes: What does it all mean?
The subject of valve amplifiers is vast and nearly 100 years old. During this time a myriad of different valves and designs
have been used, many still used today each having its own advantage. But because of this to a beginner the world of
valves can seem a little daunting. Choosing the right amplifier for your system can make the difference between success
and failure. The most important matching is to your speakers and like buying a car, the intended purpose and some basic
knowledge helps you to understand the potential and limitations involved.
Below are a few common terms are explained that we are often asked about:












Push Pull v Single Ended (SE). A “push pull” amplifier has two identical output valves sharing the output load rather like
a two cylinder engine. Transistor amplifiers normally work this way. Virtually all distortion and noise within the amplifier is
cancelled out. Unlike transistors the valves never “switch off” but go into a low state when its partner takes over, this
avoids the “switching effect” that can be a problem with transistor designs. Also the two identical output valves ensure
perfect symmetry, this is difficult with transistor amplifiers as they use two different transistors (PNP and NPN). SINGLE
ENDED or SE amplifiers are generally lower powered and use one valve which is set at its maximum power all the time.
As there is a constant flow of power 100% of the time, without any variation it is in CLASS A. The advantage is a very
simple amplifier which has a purity and warmth which is difficult to find in other designs. However overall power and low
frequency power delivery are not as good as push pull designs limiting ideal speaker matching.
Triode, Pentode and Ultralinear (UL). The Triode valve has three elements and is very linear in their behaviour which
makes them ideal for audio use. But all Triodes suffer from low efficiency when compared to Pentode valves. Pentodes
have extra “grids” to accelerate the passage of electrons and thus a greater output, but the listening quality of Pentodes is
universally judged to be poor, so pentode amplifiers are normally used in PA and guitar amplifiers where absolute sound
quality is not so important. BUT Pentodes can also be used as triode valves albeit at a lower power, or a very good
compromise called ULTRALINEAR (or distributed load) where nearly all the pentode power is available at nearly all the
quality of triode. A true “win-win” situation. E.G. The more modern Leak and Radford amplifiers were made this way. Most
Pentode Icon Audio amplifiers (EL34, KT88, KT150) are also switchable between Ultralinear and pure triode operation to
give you the choice of preferred operating conditions. Customer feedback tells us that 80% of customers prefer the Pure
Triode sound so that is where we centre the design.
Fixed Bias v Self Bias (Cathode Bias, “Auto bias”).
The “Bias” of a valve (or transistor) is to give it a reference point in order to increase or decrease the current (or power) at
any point in time that the amplifier ultimately sends to the speaker. This can be done in two ways; Cathode bias using just
a resistor was popular in vintage British designs because it is cheap and easy, and worked well for low powered amplifiers
of up to 30 watts. In bigger amplifiers it reduces the output power available and wastes a lot of energy as heat (Leak and
QUAD especially). It also has the problem that an electrolytic power capacitor (which have very poor audio qualities and
have a limited life) is also needed which will affect the quality of sound. Unfortunately the harder the valve is working the
more it starts to turn itself off, thereby compressing the sound. “Fixed Bias” is done by a separate voltage which holds the
valve at a constant value regardless of how hard the valve is working giving a better representation of the original
dynamics. The valve is directly connected to the “ground” circuit so able to pass its full output without constriction or
colouration by components. No energy is wasted so the amplifier runs cooler, valve life is longer, and the output is higher.
Another plus is that “Fixed Bias” may be adjusted so that similar valves in the same family may be used e.g. our ST40 can
use EL34/6CA7/KT66/KT77/KT88/6550 etc. Also as the valves age adjustment may be made to maintain the ideal
performance, the “plus” here is that the owner is aware of how well the valves are matched and performance is maintained
longer. Most Icon Audio amplifiers have a built in meter to indicate the bias setting.
“Split Bias” like our ST25 is a combination where small changes in valve performance are automatic but the overall bias
may be easily adjusted to change to a different valve type.
Some brands even use a sophisticated circuit to monitor and change bias automatically, we are not in favour of this
complexity as the circuit may confuse heavy transients in music with changes in valve performance and make adjustments
which will obviously affect amplifier performance, and adds an unnecessary level of complexity to the amplifier circuit.
Class A, Class AB, Class B etc. In Class A designs the valves are operating at full power even at zero volume. This is
less efficient with power and valve life. Most “pure Class A” designs are Single Ended. Nearly all Push Pull amps are
“Class AB” where the lower power is Class A, gradually changing to Class B as the power increases. This is a better
method as much higher powers are available with the advantage of Class A at lower power. Valve life is increased and
less power is used. In Icon Audio designs the valves do not “switch off” power eliminating “crossover distortion”.
Transistors on the other hand must do this, and contributes to the difference in sound quality. Pure Class B amplifiers are
not used in Hi Fi equipment.
For example: The MB30se, ST30se and LA4 pre-amplifier and HP8 headphone amplifier are SE Triode Class A designs.
The Stereo 20/40/60/90 are Class AB, Push Pull output in either Ultralinear or Triode mode.
LDT Transformers (Low Distortion Tertiary): Output transformers essentially have a “Primary” winding (or coil) and a
“Secondary”. Power is fed into the primary winding and is “transformed” into a different voltage and current in the
secondary. The addition of a third or “Tertiary” winding makes it possible to cancel out a large proportion of the distortion
generated within the transformer. This makes the transformers more difficult to design, more complex and more expensive
to manufacture. Icon Audio output transformers are made this way.
R.M.S. Watts. Do not literally exist! More correctly refers to the continuous (Root Mean Square) AC output voltage of an
amplifier which is then converted into Watts by V2/Ω. But to differentiate between the meaningless “peak” and “music
power”, RMS watts is often used to indicate the continuous power that is available from Icon Audio and other amplifiers.
We measure power at the clipping point as this tells you the true power that is available to drive your speakers to the
highest level before the onset of significant distortion. The peak instantaneous power will be higher. Valve amplifier
distortion is of a benign nature, so does not have the “listening fatigue” problem that besets transistor designs. Icon Audio
valve amplifiers are designed to run at this power continuously without fear of damage to the amplifier unlike many
transistor amplifiers which are only designed for intermittent full power.
If you are still confused by any of our ramblings we are happy to discuss further details with you. Like other fields of human
endeavour Hi Fi reproduction is a vast subject encompassing many different electronic and mechanical technologies, and
it is important to create the right “synergy” in your system however modest or ambitious by selecting components that work
well together.












Icon Audio’s Unbeatable Package:

Top quality UK designed product
17 years established company
Large range to choose from
Excellent proven design
Fully guaranteed by Icon Audio Leicester
Top quality components used throughout
Handmade, no printed circuit boards
Made to be easily serviced
Full back up service and telephone support
Most products are upgradable now or in the
future
 Many excellent reviews by the British and
foreign hi fi press
 Prices to suit all budgets
 Our cornerstones are: Quality, Performance,
Value and Service
Should you have any questions you are welcome
to contact us, and we will be glad to answer your
questions.
Thanks for listening!

Aylestone Village, Leicester UK

New 15” Horn Loudspeaker

Small but perfectly formed! This little monitor
in the style of the BBC LS3/5a is entirely
without colouration. Ideal where space is at
a premium without any loss of definition.
More details to follow

Small 3 way floor standing system
5” Mid/Bass, 5” Bass, Silk dome HF
Ideal for small to medium rooms
Very detailed, very transparent
24.5cm W, 18cm D, 87cm H 88dB
More details to follow

Massive Sound, Massive 15” Bass,
Massive Horn, Massive Cabinet. Using
5” Mid/HF pressure driver. Ideal for
large rooms 20w to 200w amplifiers
They create a “wall of sound”
Details to follow. Front cover & stands Inc. ETA Nov 2016

A very special transformer based pre-amplifier

Transformers sound best!
Well made audio transformers can provide perfect coupling
in a hi fi system. Free from the “mechanical” sound of solid
state and the deficiencies of output capacitors, they can
make reproduction more vibrant and focussed.
The LA6tx uses four very special line level balanced input
and output transformers, developed and manufactured in
our laboratory over several years to give what we believe to
be the finest sound.
Two are used for input and two for output. Enabling a true
balanced signal path if required. This circuit also works equally
well with single ended signals.
At the heart of the LA6tx is the WE designed 205D made by our
colleagues at Psvane. Dating back to the early 1930s original
versions now change hands for around $2,000 each. This
venerable design has a unique “open frame” design and a sound
quality which is like no other.
The LA5tx is designed for the very best transistor and valve
power amplifiers where musical purity is required rather than
starkness.
Limited information was available at the time of going to
press. More detailed information will be available in due
course.





























Provisional
Specifications and Features
Icon Audio custom output transformers
Icon Audio custom input transformers
All hand wired point to point
ALPs Blue motorised volume pot.
Stepped attenuator option
All Triode simple design
2x WE 205D
2x 6SN7 valves
274B Valve rectifier (GZ34/5AR4)
Double Choke HT supply
DC heater supply
Signal to noise level TBC
Freq response 13Hz-20kHz +0 -1db TBC
THD typically less than 0.2% (1v output) TBC
Gain 2.6x, 8.3db
Max output level 12v for 4.6v input
Low output impedance of 250Ω TBC
Suitable for power amps 100mv-2v sensitivity
Audiophile metal film, & wire-wound resistors
Solen/SCR audio capacitors (Jensen option)
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input terminals
Four line inputs (balanced and SE)
220/240volts 75watts TBC
Comprehensive manual supplied
C E compliant
Size and weight TBC
(TBC = To Be Confirmed. Specifications subject to change)

Various valve and capacitor upgrades are available, contact us for more information.

Summary:
A simple low gain pre-amplifier using transformers and the
unique WE 205 valve where the emphasis is very much on the
ultimate sound quality using transformers. Designed for the
very finest systems where listening quality takes precedent.

The Ultimate SET Amplifier!
red, yet at only half of its maximum
capability. This quality is partly why it has
such an easy relaxed sound as well as a
stable very long life.
The GU81 is capable of sublime audio
performance but only if the quality of power
and signal from the driving circuit is also of
the highest quality. Our design of the power
supply
and
transformers
is
totally
uncompromised supplying the GU81 with
the
highest
quality
smoothed
and
conditioned power from our in-house
designed hand wound transformers. Also the
GU81 demands the finest driving circuit, two
6SN7s and a KT150/KT120 which is choke
loaded using our own wide bandwidth
design. Not only does this need to be
technically perfect but have a “balanced
synergy” to recreate the desired sound stage
and macro detail. This involved 100s of
listening hours and several redesigns of the
circuit and transformers in order to get that
elusive sonic perfection we were seeking.
Like our PP version the MB 81se has
seemingly unlimited vigour and drive and is
capable of reproducing large orchestral
works and rock music in a vivid 3D
soundstage but being a simpler SE design
has a quality more akin to using ELEVEN
300Bs in parallel. (and uses no more
power).
An audition is highly recommended!
Summary:
For the true valve enthusiast who wants ultimate in
SET power and quality. Our 100w power amplifiers
offer the finest combination of listening qualities
and power for larger rooms. An incomparable
experience.

Prototype Model (Not the final design)

The sonic qualities of the magnificent GU81m
valve make it the ideal candidate for those seeking
a high power Single Ended Triode amplifier. Its 100
watts of power make it ideal for low to medium
efficiency speakers in medium to very large rooms
and will give outstanding results.
This venerable 1950s GU81 transmitting valve has
superb audio qualities and is tremendously robust. Our
worldwide acclaim and awards for our MB81PP gave
us the impetus to make a Single Ended design.
It may be of interest to note that whilst the GU81 is a
superb valve, very versatile in application and
massively powerful, only very basic information is
available from the manufacturers and virtually nothing
from other sources therefore Icon Audio have devoted
a considerable amount of resources in gaining
expertise in circuit and transformer design to get the
best performance from this valve.
An essential quality for any Single Ended amplifier is
high dissipation of the output valve, in Pure Class A
the efficiency is low and the power not used by the
speaker is dissipated by the anode which gets very
hot, a limiting factor for all audio valves in Class A.
Here the GU81 is dissipating 350 watts glowing cherry


























Specifications and Features
100w (28.3v) 8Ω @ clipping point 1 kHz
THD 0.2% @8w 0.5% @50w 1% @96w all @8Ω
Pure Class A, pure all Triode front end
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board, easy to service
Built in “Easy Bias” Meter
2x 6SN7 first stage valves
1x KT150 output driver valve
Signal to noise level -90db
Damping factor of 5
Frequency response 20hz-20kHz -1dB @8v (8w)
8Ω and 4Ω loudspeaker output taps
Suitable loudspeakers 3Ω to 16Ω
“Low Distortion Tertiary” wound output transformers
Solen/SCR Hi Fi quality audio capacitors
Jensen copper PIO upgrade caps on request
Silver plated pure copper PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
Attractive Plexiglas valve cover supplied
Sensitivity: 400mv (0dB FB) 800mv (-6dB) 1.2v (-9.5dB)
Input impedance 100 kΩ
235/117 volts 450watts typical
W31.5, D66, H38.5cm (40 inc cover), 50kg
Packed 2 of 49x81x45cm. 1 of 85x43x46mm Total 136 kg
Provisional specifications subject to change. Typical Figures @ 235v
(Overall dimensions excluding cables, allow for good ventilation)

The Ultimate Triode PP Amplifier!

Our pursuit for making better amplifiers
often leads us to places that no one has been
before! Here is such an example.
The magnificent 1950’s Russian GU81 transmitting
valve has superb audio qualities and is tremendously
robust. We were so inspired by our prototype design
we decided to have a limited edition production in
response to customer requests.
The MB 81 has seemingly unlimited vigour and drive
and is capable of reproducing large orchestral works
and rock music in a vivid 3D soundstage in vivid warm
natural colour.
The result is probably the most amazing amplifier we
have ever made in terms of getting 250 watts of “Icon”
sound! Reaffirmed by Hi Fi World no less.
Following our work with other big triodes, we wanted to
build an amplifier that would deliver plenty of power to
drive the largest inefficient speakers with ease in pure
triode mode, in very large rooms. For example
although large speakers are generally efficient their
complex crossovers can have lots of capacitors and
inductors which present a difficult load for an amplifier,
especially if it is running with less than ideal power. It
is a curious thing that speaker companies say very
little about the amplifiers that their speakers are
designed for, yet the intimate synergy between the two
is crucial to “make or break” a good sound system.
Have an audition you will not be disappointed!

Specifications and Features

























250w (45v) @ 8 Ω continuous, @1Khz, 2% THD
THD 0.5%@100w, 0.1% @8w
Pure Class A, pure Triode front end
All hand wired point to point
Built in “Easy Bias” Meter
1x 6SL7 first stage valves
2x 6SN7 output driver valves
2x EL34 output driver valves (in triode mode)
Signal to noise level -100db
Damping factor of 3
Frequency response 12hz-28kHz -1dB @8v
Suitable loudspeakers 4Ω to 16Ω
*Low Distortion Tertiary” wound output transformers
Solen/SCR Hi Fi quality audio capacitors, upgrades available
Jensen copper PIO caps on request
Silver plated pure copper PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
Attractive Plexiglas valve cover supplied
Sensitivity: 0.65v (0dB FB), 1v (3.7dB FB), 2.7v (12.4dB FB)
No printed circuit board, easy to service
Input impedance 100 kΩ
220/240/115 volts 450watts typical, 750w max
W31.5, D66, H38.5cm (40 inc cover), 50kg
Packed 2 of 49x81x45cm. 1 of 85x43x46mm Total 136 kg
(Overall dimensions exc cables, allow for good ventilation)
Typical Figures @ 235v Provisional specifications subject to change

Summary:
For the true valve enthusiast who wants ultimate in power and
quality. Our 250w “Goliath” Triode PP power amplifiers for
powerful modern speakers in a large room. A unique
experience. Come for a listen.

The 845 Pure Triode Tube. 1931 Vintage. A powerful alternative to the 300B.
The “Reviewers Amplifier”
With several pairs sold to leading reviewers, we are
told that one of their outstanding qualities is the
ability to give consistent results with virtually any
type of speaker. Something many “high end”
amplifiers cannot do. Like all our amplifiers the
design is simple letting the magic of the valves
shine through
The RCA 845, probably the ultimate power triode valve
dates from about 1931 when the only way to get higher
powers was to make valves bigger and run at higher
voltages. The later EL34 and KT88 types are far more
efficient but many think do not sound as pleasing.
When we first released the MB845 in the UK they were
greeted with great acclaim by the hi fi press and
customers, for power and value, but above all their unique
sound quality. It has become THE reference valve amplifier
for Hi Fi World magazine.
Many other 845 amplifiers use 4 stages, often using 300B
valves as driver valves, but this more complicated design
does not allow the 845 to reach its full potential in terms of
transparency and maximum output of 110w, useful if your
speakers need a lot of power. But the power is secondary
to the large bandwidth and low distortion available.
For some people only a large triode valve like the 845 can
give the golden warm tone which is so pleasing, with its
feeling of air and space and sense of realism.
The MB845 MK I has truly become a legend in the UK, but
hi fi fans were soon asking if there was more we could do
to improve the performance. With the MB845 MK II, we
have used all our expertise to create our ultimate triode PP
amplifier. The MB845 MK II has an improved power supply,
an upgraded driver stage, more linear driver chokes, and
our new series of bigger LDT series of low distortion
transformers. These have caused the MB845s to put on
11kg each to 37Kg each, so be careful lifting!
A feature of the MB845s is the high and low sensitivity.
This enables MB845s to work with both “Passive” and
conventional pre amplifiers. This is not done by attenuation
which reduces quality, but genuinely changes the gain of
the input.
The sound is best described at “an iron fist in a velvet
glove”. These amplifiers will suit almost any speaker and
situation. They have no particular down side other than
size and weight.

Summary:
The “ultimate” triode PP monoblock amplifier.
Read the reviews and come and listen!

Specifications and Features





































Improved LDT Tertiary winding output transformer
Improved dual 6SN7 high current driver circuit
Choke regulated power supply
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ sound
Class A, all Triode front end
2x 845B precisely matched for best performance
1x 6SL7 first stage gain valves
2x 6SN7 driver valves, choke loaded plates
845 AC heating for max life and max reliability
30.5V (typical) output at clipping point 8 Ohms*
Giving approx 20 Watts of Pure Class A
Can be used with passive or active pre-amp
450mv (high) & 1000mv (low) input sensitivity.
Signal to noise level -90db* (approx)
Hum and noise 0.5mv (low sensitivity)*
6SL7/6SN7 DC heater circuit for minimum hum
Freq response -1db points= 6Hz 27khz
Freq response -3db points= 6Hz-57kHz
Source impedance 0.7Ω (8Ω taps, low sensitivity)
Damping factor 13
Gain 67 (high) 30 (Low)
THD typically less than 0.1% @ 1w. 0.14% @ 8w (1kHz)
4 & 8 ohm loudspeaker taps
Custom tertiary hand-wound mains/output transformers
Attractive Plexiglass cover included in the price
Audiophile quality 2W precision resistors throughout
Solen audio capacitors (or optional Jensen Copper foil)
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
220/240volts (115 v adjustable)
Comprehensive manual supplied
Full instructions for DIY valve change included
Power consumption: 180w min, (290w max sine wave) each
Size in cm W24, D57, H28 mm ( inc cover), 37kg each (Allow
space for connections and ventilation)
Carton 2x 66x35x38cm + 1x 57x31x32 Total 84kg

HI FI WORLD TEST

An upgrade of the original MK I MB845
The MB845i is an upgrade of our original design, the
main change is the use of our LDT output
transformers which make use of a tertiary or 3rd
winding to reduce distortion and increase linearity.
Of the hundreds of valves that have been developed
over the 90 years of audio history the RCA 845
remains King. Despite its huge size and big power
dissipation it is relatively easy to drive. This fits very
well with our philosophy of keeping amplifiers simple
enabling the full sonic purity of valves to be revealed.
Therefore our simple design is able to get 80 watts of
triode magic out of only four valves. This way a
powerful amplifier may be created that has both the
speed and agility to handle large dynamics and bring
out the inner detail of recordings that otherwise get
lost in more complex amplifier designs.
We believe it is the simple design and our unique
LDT transformers that have made Icon Audio 845
amplifiers so popular with both audio fans and the hi
fi press alike.
It is relatively easy to make an amplifier out of the
huge range of component parts that are available
today, but to create a sound which above all is
truthful without sounding mechanical; all the
components must be in sympathy with each other.
A special quality of the MB845s that hi fi reviewers
have mentioned is ability of these amplifiers to sound
consistently good with a wide range of speakers,
making the MB845s easy to accommodate in your
system.
Summary:
At nearly half the weight and price of its bigger brother the
MB845i makes a smaller, affordable alternative with similar
performance with the same sonic signature.

Specifications and Features

































Comprehensive manual supplied
Full instructions for DIY valve change included
Meter supplied for valve 845 bias/condition testing
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ sound
Class A, all Triode front end
Fitted with the Shuguang 845, (upgrades available)
2x 845 precisely matched for best performance
6SL7 first stage gain valves
6SN7 driver valve, choke loaded plates
80w RMS output at clipping point
Giving approx 15 Watts of Pure Class A
Can be used with passive or active pre-amp
480mv (high) & 1000mv (low) input sensitivity.
Signal to noise level -95db
Hum and noise 0.5mv (low sensitivity)*
Freq response -1db points= 7Hz - 18kHz +0, -1db
Damping factor 14 @ 8Ω
THD typically less than 0.4% @ 8w (1kHz)
4 & 8 ohm loudspeaker taps
Custom hand-wound mains/output transformers using
Japanese special long grain iron and low oxygen copper
Attractive valve cover included in the price
High quality 2W metal film, & wire-wound resistors
Blue LED mains indicator
Polypropylene audio capacitors (optional copper foil)
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
230/240/117volts 50/60Hz
Power consumption: 180w quiescent, 290w max
C E, ROHS, WEEE compliant where applicable
Size 22cmW, 52W, 29H ( inc cover), 23kg each (Allow
space for connections and ventilation)
Shipping H 32, W 32, D 59cm 24kg

DID YOU KNOW: Two 845s in class AB1 produce as
much “Class A” as a pair of KT66/300Bs in pure class A,
but more than four times the power in AB1. And their low
idle current causes much less stress on the tube. As it is
less than 50% of the maximum rating, preserving tube life.

HI FI WORLD TEST

The Ultimate Integrated Amplifier!

Shown with optional David Shaw CV181 and FM TJ 6SL7

Our new flagship integrated amplifier. Designed
to get the best out of the fabulous 845 valve. Ideal
for someone wanting the ultimate in luxurious
warm sound.
The legendary 845 luxurious sound quality is
presented here in nearly all class A, as the valves are
only running at 35% of their rated output. The
attention to detail and quality will reveal the finest
detail of your recordings in a warm musical form.
Everything possible has been done to allow this
superb valve to work its magic. Forty watts is ample
power to obtain a high volume in most situations.
This means that all of the components and valves are
generously rated to give the ST845 its enviable sonic
signature. And still comfortably get everything in one
chassis.
The importance of Push Pull. Many exotic SE
designs are criticised for their distortion and bass
performance. A glance at the ST845 figures shows
real bass power at low distortion is possible!
The sound quality: tested on a wide range of
loudspeakers the ST845 offers a very unbiased
interpretation of music that only valves can do. The
design is deceptively simple, using very little
feedback, lots of pure copper and heat!
You can expect a three dimensional sound stage,
and very precise imaging is more precise. The
“texture” of each instrument is more apparent.
Why did we design this? Following our very
successful MB845 110w mono blocks, we realised
that there are many people who just love the sublime
quality of the 845 valves but do not need high power
or have the space needed for two large mono blocks
and a pre-amp. Surprisingly 100w to 40w is only
3.9db lower in sound output, so the ST845 is an
excellent relatively small one box.
Summary: The finest pure triode presentation without the
high power of our MB81s. Created with absolute listening
quality in mind. The “ultimate” triode PP integrated
amplifier.
Read the reviews and come and listen!

Specifications and Features







































Pure Class A, Triode front end
Pure Triode 845 push pull output Stage
All hand wired point to point
Remote control volume
May also be used as a power amplifier
Comprehensive manual supplied
Built in “Easy Bias” Meter
ALPS Japanese volume pot.
4x 845 precisely matched
2x 6SL7 first stage valves
2x 6SN7 output driver valves
1x GZ34 driver stage rectifier
Max output one channel 41w 8Ω 1% THD*
40+40w 8Ω both ch driven 0.5% THD*
THD 8w 0.15%. 1w 0.09%
Max output into 4Ω 32w (11.3v)
Max output into 16Ω 39w (25v)
Signal to noise level -105db
Channel balance better than 0.1dB
Damping factor of 14
Freq response 10hz-20kHz -0dB (41kHz –0.1db) 8w
Freq response 20Hz-20kHz 0.25dB (40kHz -1dB) 38w
Suitable loudspeakers 4Ω to 16Ω
*Low Distortion Tertiary wound output transformers
Transformers potted to reduce noise
Solen/SCR Hi Fi quality audio capacitors
Jensen copper foil on request
Silver plated pure copper PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
Attractive Plexiglas cover supplied
Four line inputs
Record loop
300mv sensitivity.(high) for full output
950mv sensitivity (low) for full output
Input impedance 100 kΩ
220/240/115 volts 220watts typical, 500w max
C E. FCC ROHS
44cmW, 46D, 24H (28H with cover), 35kg
Typical Figures @ 235v Provisional specifications subject to change

A very special all triode all class A amplifier
45 Watts of Class A Beautiful Sound
For some audiophiles only a Single Ended design
amplifier (only one output valve) can reproduce
that “Holy Grail” of musical performance which in
reality is rarely achieved. The 805 valve offers the
potential to give a large amount of power to drive
conventional speakers with ease, but this unique
transmitting valve is difficult to drive. We use a
small power amplifier in the form of a 2A3 triode
which is itself driven by 4 6SL7s to the right
dynamics and sympathetic feel.
Not only does the 805 sound sublime but driven
properly is able to deliver power to drive all but the
most inefficient speakers.
No expense or effort has been spared on this design
which includes a massive power supply and output
transformer with our unique tertiary winding. A large
choke smooths the power.
The result is the most extraordinary amplifier we
have ever made having the speed power and
dynamics of an equivalent push pull amplifier, but
with the poise and precision that only SE can
produce.
For some people only a large triode valve like the
805 can give the golden warm tone which is so
pleasing, with its feeling of air and space and sense
of realism. But many SE and even 805 amplifiers are
of low power. Our MB805 is designed to deliver 40
watts. More than enough to play large orchestral
works and modern music.
Summary
For some Single Ended Triode (SET) is the only way to “musical
truth” devoid of any “mechanical” qualities or graininess, with rich
texture and easy listening, whilst not as dynamic as more modern
push-pull types. Ideally needs larger older speaker designs.

Specifications and Features

























Comprehensive manual included
Improved 4x 6SN7 high current driver circuit
Class A, all Triode front end
Choke loaded 2A3
1x 805 triode
Choke regulated power supply
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ sound
Output 40 Watts of Pure Class A
Signal to noise level -90db
Hum and noise 0.5mv (low sensitivity)*
Damping factor 10 (low gain)
Frequency response 20 – 20 kHz -1db
LDT Low Distortion Tertiary wound transformers
THD typically less than 0.1% @ 1w. 0.3% @ 8w (1kHz)
4 & 8 ohm loudspeaker taps
Japanese special long grain iron and low oxygen copper
Attractive valve cover included in the price
Jensen Copper foil coupling capacitors
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
220/240volts (115 v adjustable)
Power consumption 250w
Size 24cmW, 57D, 28H ( inc cover), 36kg each (Allow
space for connections and ventilation)

(Specifications subject to change)
*Like all Single Ended (single output valve) amplifiers the power/frequency
response/distortion does not measure as well as Push Pull amplifiers and technical
reviewers often mark them down for this. However given adequate power such as the
MB805 the simplicity of the circuit allows for astonishing honesty and intimacy especially
with full range, vintage or simple speakers such as Tannoy dual concentric, Living Voice
etc.

For those technically minded the driving circuit for the 2A3 uses
our own variations of the cascode and SRPP circuits. The 2A3 has
a choke loaded cathode which drives the 805. This provides the
necessary voltage swing AND current which the 805 needs when
its grid is driven positive. Our own unique output transformer easily
handles the large DC current without saturating, aided by the
tertiary winding to give the extended low frequency output down to
20Hz with ease.

Shown with upgraded David Shaw CV181s and FM TJ 6SL7s

The Worlds First KT150 Power Amplifier For The New Tung Sol KT150 Valve
Getting the best out of this super new valve
One of our best-selling power amplifiers offering
excellent all round value in terms of power,
quality and specification. Designed around the
superb new Tung Sol KT150 or KT120. Our
specially designed LDT transformers get the best out
of both valves. As a “modern” design it is at the
cutting edge of what is possible from high end valve
amplifiers. In this case a heavy duty individual power
supply. The venerable “Leak” inspired driver circuit
updated to match the performance of the KT150 and
our in-house designed output transformers with our
unique design of Tertiary (balanced) windings. The hi
fi press has been unanimous with praise for the
MB90 and ST60 (integrated) design.
Designed for modern less efficient speakers this
amplifier gives a fast yet very smooth musical quality
to the high power available, making them very
versatile in their application.
Pure Triode mode has equal emphasis here.
Customer feedback indicates that 80% of customers
listen to Triode mode most of the time. The sonic
characteristics of the KT150 are a little fluid and
warmer when used in this way. The MB90 is a very
cost effective way of getting a large 60 watts Triode
output without the expense of large Triode valves.
This is an ideal replacement for a larger transistor
amplifier for someone wanting a more easy listening
presentation.
The combination of medium/low feedback, Triode/UL
and 4/8 ohms output means that a wide range of preamps, speakers and room conditions may be
accommodated.

Summary: Ideal alternative to powerful solid state amp. These excel
in every way with high power low distortion deep bass transparent
highs. But retaining the sound of a thoroughbred classic valve
amplifier.





















Specifications and Features
Comprehensive manual supplied
All hand wired point to point
Class A, all Triode front end
Output Ultralinear (115W) or Triode (60W)*
4x KT150/K120 matched valves
KT88/90 compatible (when de-rated)
1x 6SL7 2x 6SN7 driving valves
Signal to noise level -90db
Frequency response 20hz-20kHz +0 – 0.5db
THD typically less than 0.1% 1khz 8w
4 & 8 ohm loudspeaker taps
Valve cover included in the price
Solen hi fi audio capacitors
Silver PTFE audio cable
Tertiary winding output transformers
Big custom wound PSU Choke
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
400mv (high) & 1200mv (low) input sensitivity.
230/240volts 200watts approx

 Consumption: 38w standby, 88w zero vol, 200w Max

 C E, ROHS

 Size 22cmW, 50D, 21H ( 23cm inc cover), 20kg ea
(Specifications subject to change)

HI FI WORLD TEST

The Worlds First Dedicated SE Amplifier Upgraded for the Super Tung-sol KT150 Valve*
A Versatile Affordable SE Solution!
The MB30SE is a versatile high quality very
simple mono block amplifier for Full Range and
medium sensitivity speakers.
Using only 2 audio valves it has excellent
bandwidth with the best qualities of SE* without
the disadvantages of flabby bass, hum and low
power that many designs suffer.
Now updated for the new Tung-sol KT150, a superb
valve with ideal qualities for this “old world” task.
Chosen for its all-round qualities and good power, the
KT150 offers a great deal more than vintage triodes
like the 300B which will only deliver 9W SE. The
heart of a good Single Ended amplifier is the output
transformer. Our specially developed Low Distortion
Tertiary transformers allow the KT150 to really “sing”
without constriction giving wide bandwidth and
dynamics with excellent detail.
The MB30 is optimised for Triode as well as UL
operation. 18 Watts being ample for most situations.
Especially with our new “Full Range M” speakers and
other designs such as Lowther and Fostex being
ideal. But recognising that there are many speakers
that require more power. The MB30 works very well
in “Ultralinear” mode allowing the full potential of the
KT150 to work its magic.
Designed to be used either with an active or passive
pre amplifier, or direct from a single source such as
our PS1 or PS3.
The “easy bias” meters ensure that that amplifier is
giving its best performance and also gives an
indication of output power used. Very useful when
you may need to know if you are likely approach the
maximum available power.
Summary
Ideal for: most situations where larger SE power is required,
offering very relaxed sound. Well suited to larger more efficient
speakers.























Specifications and Features
100% Pure Class A output power
Class A, all Triode front end
Valve rectifier, GZ34/5AR4
Output power Triode (18W). Ultralinear (30W)
Oversized choke regulated power supply
1x KT150 output valve
1x 6SN7 (CV181) double triode driving valve
All hand wired point to point
Signal to noise level -86db
Freq resp 20 - 20kHz +0 –0.8db 45kHz -3db(8w)
THD typically less than 0.5% 1khz (8w)
4 & 8 ohm loudspeaker taps
Low feedback design (no feedback on high gain)
Solen/SCR hi fi audio capacitors, Jensen upgrade
Silver plated copper PTFE audio cable
Tertiary winding output transformers
Big custom wound PSU Choke
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
330mv (high) & 925mv (low) input sensitivity.
220/240volts 85w approx (each)
C E, ROHS FCC

 Size 16cmW, 38D, 23H, 12kg ea
 Packed 44cm x 25cm x 32cm 13kg 2 boxes

Typical values @ 235v AC (Specifications subject to change)

*SINGLE ENDED:

is where only one output valve is used so
the one valve has to “push and pull” on its own. Although this limits
the power available, the lack of “phase splitter” stage required by
“push pull” amps means that the mid-range and upper frequencies
have less “processing” which gives a smoothness and charm to
the sound not found in other designs.
100% Pure Class “A”: Because both the driver and output
valves are drawing full power even at zero volume, the valves
never “switch off” or go into a “low” state. This thermal and power
stability enhances the reproduction of macro dynamics and sound
stage spaciousness.

HI FI WORLD TEST

Now in matt finish. Shown with optional David Shaw CV181s and FM TJ 6SL7s

The Worlds First KT150 Integrated UL/Triode Hi Fi Amplifier
An OUTSTANDING Integrated Amp!
This is our biggest integrated amplifier. It is
ideal for someone wanting a very dynamic
fast sound. It has a big power supply, big
output transformers, and designed for the
excellent new Tung-sol KT150/120. And it
comes with many features!
An integrated version of our MB90 MKIIs. The
original design got the best out of the KT88, now redesigned for the KT150 which we believe has even
better sonics.
The MK III design comes with our new “LDT” low
distortion transformers, a valve regulated first stage,
and a copper alloy top plate.

Integrated & Power Amplifier in One!
A special feature is the ability to change the
sensitivity of Stereo 60 MKIII at the flick of a switch.
Choose between use as either an integrated remote
control amplifier, or as a power amplifier fed from a
separate pre-amplifier.

Triode and Ultralinear Amplifier in One
The triode sound is preferred by many hi fi fans, but
the power is always lower. With our UL/Triode switch
you can change from 80 watts to 40 watts of pure
triode sound by changing the switch.
















Specifications and Features
May be used as a power amplifier
Comprehensive manual supplied
Built in bias & valve test meter
Hand wired point to point
Japanese Blue ALPS volume pot.
Class A, Triode front end
Output circuit Ultralinear or Triode switchable
4x KT150/120/KT88/6550 precisely matched*
2x 6SL7 first stage valves
2x 6SN7 output driver valves
Valve warm up, protection circuit
2x 80 Watts Ultralinear
2x 40 Watts Triode mode
Signal to noise level -90db

 Frequency response 20hz-20kHz +0 – 0.5db full power

 THD less than 0.05% 1khz
 4 and 8 ohm loudspeaker outputs

 LDT Tertiary Custom hand wound output transformers













Attractive cover included in the price
Solen Hi Fi quality audio capacitors
Jensen copper foil on request
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
Four line inputs
Tape monitor circuit
350mv input sensitivity.(high) 1.2v (low)
220/240volts 200watts typ, 500w max
C E. ROHS.
43cmW, 38D, 23H, 35kg
*Can be de-rated for KT88/6550
(Specifications subject to change)

HI FI WORLD TEST

Looking for the best value in a integrated
amplifier? Not only is the Stereo 40 MKIIIm an
exceptional performer at any price, but is feature
packed for maximum versatility to match almost
any situation or needs.

On the scales at 25Kg this amplifier is 9Kg heavier than the
ST40 MK I. No lightweight in quality or performance, a true
“high end amplifier” at a low price.
We can offer a range of upgrades including Shuguang
“Treasure” valves and Russian types. As well as the
superb Jensen “oil in paper” capacitors. Ask us for a quote.

All we think that a good valve amplifier should have:
A Valve Rectifier (centre valve) gives a very smooth
sound, normally only fitted to expensive amplifiers. We use
the excellent 274B WE design.
Choke Regulated Power Supply
Working in conjunction with the valve rectifier the large
choke gives super-smooth power regulation for a silent
background.
Tertiary Transformers have an extra (third) winding which
reduces distortion, using less global feedback. We believe
our large handmade output transformers to be amongst the
finest available. They are more expensive and difficult to
make, but worth the effort.
Low Feedback Too much feedback can spoil the sound of
an amplifier. We only use a small amount in the Stereo 40
MKIII.
Wide range of valves
The Stereo 40 is designed to work with a wide range of
output valves. You can choose between EL34 or KT88 (or
even KT66/77/90, 6CA7, 6550). So you can experiment in
the future.
Ultralinear or Triode?
For sixty years hi fi fans have argued which sound is better.
With the Stereo 40 III you have the choice of both at the
flick of a switch. It is like having two amplifiers in one! Most
hi fi fans prefer the sound of triode valves, especially for
acoustic music.
6SN7 and 6SL7
More relaxed than their miniature cousins, these larger
driver valves are the best in their class for their musical
sound and longer life. Try our new David Shaw types or
choose from TJ/Full Music, SG Treasure, Psvane, Vintage
USA/Russian types.
Remote Control
It’s hard to get exactly the right volume in your listening
position. Now you can make fine adjustments in your arm
chair, to get precisely the right sound level.
Plenty of Power
40 watts of power is enough to fill a medium to large room
with a high volume of musical excellence.
This new design is finished with a fine metallic paint work
that is easy to clean and is wear resistant. A 10 mm solid
alloy front panel with matt black matching knobs. And our
famous Plexiglas valve cover to create a stunning visual
impression.

Specifications and Features






















Comprehensive manual supplied
Remote Control motorised pot for best quality
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ the sound
Japanese ALPS volume pot.
Class A, all Triode front end
Output circuit Ultralinear or Triode switchable
4x EL34/KT88 precisely matched for best performance
1x 6SL7/6N9 first stage valve, 2x 6SN7 phase splitter
274B/GZ34 valve rectifier for ‘Soft start’ & smooth sound
Standby switch to save valve life and power
2x 40w RMS per channel output*
2x 20 Watts RMS in Triode mode
Signal to noise level -90db
Freq response better than 20hz-20kHz +0 – 1db
Power bandwidth 10hz-30khz
Total harmonic distortion 0.15% at full output
Suitable for 4 to 16ohm loudspeakers
Supplied with attractive valve cover.
Choke regulated power supply












Silver PTFE audio cable
Custom hand wound Tertiary output transformers
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
Four line inputs – CD, Tape, Tuner, Aux
Tape monitor circuit with ‘Record Out’
Input sensitivity 250mv.(high). 800mv (low).
Power requirement 220-240volts (115v adjustable)
76 Watts standby, 140 W Min, 240 W max.
CE, ROHSS and WEEE
39cmW, 41D, 23H, 25kg (a minimum of 30mm height
should be added to allow for ventilation)

 Solen audio caps, or Jensen copper foil in paper and oil

(Specifications subject to change)

HI FI WORLD TEST

A Versatile Affordable SE Solution!
The ST30SE is a medium powered integrated
amplifier offering warmth and colour in an ultrasmooth way to delight almost anyone who is
sensitive to the many harsh and clinical
presentations offered by others. The ST30se
offers absolute listening quality through
simplicity of design and pure “Class A”
operation. This is achieved by using a very
simple design, high quality construction and our
unique transformers designed and manufactured
“in house”.
Previously, affordable Single Ended designs have
been low powered at around 9-13w. The excellent
new KT150 valve enables more than double this
power for the same cost.






















Specifications and Features
100% Pure Class A output power
Class A, all Triode driver stage
Output power Triode (18W). Ultralinear (28W)
Choke regulated power supply
2x KT150 output valve
3x 6SN7 (CV181) double triode
All hand wired point to point
Signal to noise level -98db
Freq resp 20 - 20kHz +0 –0.8db 45kHz -3db(8w)
THD typically less than 0.5% 1khz (8w)
4 & 8 ohm loudspeaker taps
Low feedback design
Switchable gain control.
SCR audiophile caps, Jensen upgrade option
Silver plated copper PTFE audio cable
Tertiary winding output transformers
Big custom wound PSU Choke
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
200mv (high) & 500mv (low) input sensitivity.
220/240volts 160w approx
C E, ROHS WEEE, FCC

 Size 380mm wide 300mm deep 240mm high
 Packed weight

Typical values @ 235v AC (Specifications subject to change)

The all-important high definition drive circuit for the
KT150 output valve is achieved by using the superb
6SN7 valves in “Cascode” mode to get the best
qualities of SE* without the drawbacks of flabby bass,
hum and low power that many designs suffer.
The ST30se is optimised for Triode as well as UL
operation. 18 Watts being ample for most situations.
Especially with our new “Full Range M” or MFV3
speakers and other designs such as the classic
Tannoys, the ST30SE will work well with any speaker
of about 90dB or more.
Good sensitivity from the built in “passive” pre amp
ensures good results from virtually any type of input.
The “easy bias” meter enables simple checking that
the KT150 is at optimum performance, the meter also
gives an indication of the output power. Very useful
when you may need to know if you are likely
approach the maximum available power.
Summary:
Ideal for: most situations where
adequate Single Ended power is
required by someone wanting a
very relaxed sound. Well suited to
larger more efficient speakers.
Delightful listening quality. Easy
to
maintain,
Low
power
consumption. Economical valve
replacement
cost.
Low
maintenance design.

Why does the 2A3, a VALVE RECTIFIER and TERTIARY TRANSFORMERS make the ST40-2A3 so special?
This amplifier was developed alongside our
Stereo 40 6AS7. A simple comparison could be
that the 2A3 has a slightly more refined
presentation than the 6AS7.
For those seeking the ultimate in high definition and
smoothness without high power the 2A3 is an ideal
valve. The vintage 2A3 is a pure triode valve similar
to the WE 300B (1937) but pre dating it to 1930.
When designing an amplifier, it is not just about using
good components but getting the “synergy” right, so
music does not sound mechanical or contrived. We
consider our ST40-2A3 to be one of the most musical
and easy listening amplifiers we have ever made! A
bold statement, but one we are sure you will agree
with. 17 Watts (11.75v@8 Ohms) may not sound a
lot, but with med to high efficiency speakers will fill a
normal sized room with power to spare.
The 2A3 is relatively undemanding of the driver
stages and power supply, and with valve costs at
around half the price of the 300B, means that a true
“High End” amplifier can be produced for a
reasonable price, without any compromise.
What We Have Done:
The basic chassis of our Stereo 40 series is ideal
with specially designed power and LDT output
transformers. The older, bigger 6SL7 and 6SN7
valves are very sympathetic to the 2A3. A 274B
Valve Rectifier helps to give that inky black silence.
The generous power supply uses a large “choke”
eight large capacitors in a traditional “Pi”
configuration.
This combination gives a very smooth and detailed
sound stage which works well to bring out the colour
and texture of older recordings and whilst not overemphasizing the harshness of many modern digital
recordings. In short an amplifier capable of resolving
very high definition that is very easy to live with that
has plenty of power to control modern speakers
Summary:
A classic Push Pull interpretation of the vintage pure triode
2A3. If huge power is not needed, then the performance ST40
2A3 is about as good as it gets!
.

Specifications and Features

































Comprehensive manual supplied
Full instructions for valve change included
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit or tag board to ‘colour’ sound
Japanese Blue ALPS volume pot.
Class A, all Triode front end
Pure Triode output circuit
4x 2A3 precisely matched for best performance
1x 6SL7 first stage valve, 2x 6SN7 phase splitter
274B valve rectifier for ‘Soft start’ and smooth sound
No global feedback used (integrated operation)
Standby switch to save valve life and power
2x 17 Watts RMS in Pure Triode mode
Signal to noise level -90db
Freq response better than 20hz-20kHz ±1db
Power bandwidth 10hz-30khz -3db
Total harmonic distortion 0.10% at 10 watts
Suitable for 3 to 16ohm loudspeakers
Supplied with attractive valve cover
Choke regulated power supply
Audiophile quality polypropylene audio caps.
Silver PTFE audio cable
99.9999% pure transformer copper
High grade transformer iron
Custom hand wound Tertiary output transformers
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
Four line inputs – CD, Tape, Tuner, Aux
Tape monitor circuit with ‘Record Out’
250mv input sensitivity for full output.
230/240volts 76w SB, 140w Min, 240watts max.
CE, ROHSS and WEEE where applicable.
39cmW, 41D, 21H, 25kg (3cmm height should be added
to allow for ventilation)

(Specifications subject to change, errors & omissions excepted. General 24/10/16)

To Celebrate 10 Years Of Icon Audio We Are Making this Limited Edition Triode Model At a Very special Price!
A PURE TRIODE GOOD ALL ROUNDER WITH
LOW RUNNING COSTS
A triode amplifier is the obvious choice, but the high
cost of the 300Bs would make the amplifier
expensive, so we cast our net a little bit wider and
found a more modern “military” valve that has often
been overlooked. The 6AS7 started life as a triode
power regulator in the early 1950’s, but it has such
excellent audio qualities that it quickly became a “hi
fi” valve. Its low voltage and high current means that
we can make excellent output transformers, and its
low price means that re-valving will not be painful to
your pocket. Giving 25+25 Watts power that will drive
most speakers. We used our favourite driver valves
the 6SN7 and 6SL7 which are of a similar vintage so
are sonically well suited and provide an excellent
voltage drive. Our existing Stereo 40 series chassis
is ideal, and keeps costs down. We also designed
special LDT* output transformers.
A 274B Valve Rectifier (centre valve) helps to give
that inky black silence. The generous power supply
uses a large “choke” and eight large capacitors in a
traditional “Pi” configuration. Ripple and hum is very
low, with the advantage that it is very resistant to RF
noise coming through the mains.
From the first prototype audition we knew this
amplifier was something special. Sonically the
amplifiers signature is typically warm, very much a
triode, being smooth and creamy without being
“lush”. The dynamics and macro dynamics are very
detailed and whilst are very well suited to orchestral
and Jazz works, but the ability of the 6AS7 in
combination with our power supply also makes the
ST40-6AS7 very capable of interpreting rock music
with great speed and attack. 6AS7s distortion is
mainly 2nd harmonic which is cancelled out by the
push-pull output stage.
Summary:
Pure Triode sound quality with moderate power in a very
affordable package with very low running costs.

Specifications and Features





















Comprehensive manual supplied
Full instructions for valve change included
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit or tag board to ‘colour’ sound
Japanese Blue ALPS volume pot.
Class A, all Triode front end
Output circuit all pure Triode
4x 6AS7 precisely matched for best performance
1x 6SL7 first stage valve, 2x 6SN7 phase splitter
274B valve rectifier for smooth sound
No global feedback used (integrated operation)
Standby switch to save valve life and power
2x 25 Watts RMS
Signal to noise level -98dB
Freq response better than 20Hz - 20kHz +0 – 1dB 1 W
Half power bandwidth 7Hz - 40kHz -3db
Total harmonic distortion 0.85% at 15 W
Suitable for 3 to 16ohm loudspeakers
Supplied with Plexiglas valve cover
Choke regulated power supply














Silver PTFE audio cable
99.9999% pure transformer copper
High grade long grain transformer iron
Custom hand wound Tertiary output transformers
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
Four line inputs – CD, Tape, Tuner, Aux
Tape monitor circuit with ‘Record Out’
250mv input sensitivity (integrated)
700mv input sensitivity (power amplifier)
230/240volts 107w SB, 160w Min, 250watts max.
1.6A AS rear fuse
39cmW, 39D, 23H, 20kg (3cm height should be added
to allow for ventilation)

 Audiophile quality polypropylene audio caps.

(Specifications subject to change)

Standard version with KT88 output valves

A “Simple Design” version of our award winning Stereo 40 at nearly half the price!
High Quality with great power but no frills
makes the ST25 fantastic value for money!
In essence a simplified ST40 MKIII, yet no
reduction in quality, this is our best value
integrated amplifier. Features include the
excellent 6SN7 and 6SL7 valves for improved
sound, and a headphone socket with
excellent performance.
Our simple bias circuit means that valve replacement
of the same type requires no bias adjustment*. Yet
retains the ability to use “tube roll” different valves, so
the ST25 MK II is designed to use: 6L6, EL34, 6CA7,
KT66, KT77, KT88, 6550.
If you are new to valves the Stereo 25 MK II is an
excellent starting point. With ample power, its
affordable price and excellent power make it an ideal
“starter” amplifier to find out what valves can do for
your system.
The inclusion of a dedicated headphone winding on
the output transformers guarantees the best possible
performance. Giving a closer intimacy than is
possible that with solid state headphone amplifiers.
Summary:
Very “affordable” straightforward integrated amplifier based
on the ST40 III with a first class headphone socket!
Low maintenance and easy to use.

Specification & Features

























(Typical conditions EL34 valves@ 240v 50Hz. 8 Ω)

6L6/EL34/6CA7/KT66/KT88/6550 output valves
6SN7/6SL7 double triode driver valves
Class A, all Triode front end
Ultralinear output circuit
Triode version by request 19+19w (no extra charge)
Hand wired point to point. No printed circuit board

30w RMS per channel Ultralinear (EL34)
4 and 8ohm loudspeaker output
Tertiary Wound Transformers
Frequency response 20-20khz +0 - 0.5db
THD typically less 0.5% 1kHz
Hand wound transformers
Attractive valve cover included in the price
Hi Fi quality Solen capacitors
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker sockets
3 line Inputs for CD, Tuner, Phono etc
250 mv input for full output
220/240volts, 100w (180w max)
34cmW, 34D, 22H (overall) 17kg
CE, ROHS & WEEE compliant
Comprehensive manual supplied
*No

bias adjustment if the valves are changed for the same type. However bias
adjustment and test points are included to get the optimum performance from a wide
range of output valves.
The driver circuit is inspired by the Leak Stereo 20/50/60
(*while stocks last. specifications subject to change E&EO)

HI FI WORLD TEST

Very Small But Perfectly Formed!
In a rapidly changing world it is nice to have
some traditional values. In 1955 The British
company H. J. Leak designed the Stereo 20
using the new Mullard EL84, and ECC83 valves.
It was an instant worldwide success for quality
performance and value. These vintage
amplifiers can now fetch over £1,500!
Our new Stereo 20pp is inspired by this design.
Ideal for the smaller room, or loudspeakers that do
not require a large amount of power. Our circuit uses
less feedback and designed to be compatible with
the higher output that CD players have as well as any
almost any other source including DACs and
Streaming.
This amplifier has a very transparent quality, being
particularly suited to acoustic and orchestral music,
but used with appropriate speakers is capable of
performance way beyond your expectations!
The inclusion of a dedicated headphone winding on
the output transformers guarantees the best possible
performance. Giving a closer intimacy than is
possible that with solid state headphone amplifiers.
The diminutive EL84 output tube is very efficient much
loved power tube, enabling the use of a smaller power
supply and output transformers giving economy of size and
materials which is reflected in the final price.
The EL84 has a very high pedigree having many variants
in radio, TV and radar and apparently was even used in the
firing mechanism of nuclear missiles!

Summary:
Headphone socket. Very affordable, punches way above its
weight/price, low maintenance. Delightful airy quality. Small
size.

Specification & Features



















EL84 output valves
ECC83/ECC82 double triodes valves
Class A, all Triode front end
Ultralinear output circuit
Supplied in triode form upon request (FOC)
Hand wired point to point components
15 Watts per channel Ultralinear
Suitable for 4 to 8ohm loudspeakers
Freq response 20-20Khz
Attractive valve cover included in the price
Solen hi fi quality audio capacitors
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & speaker terminals
3 line Inputs for CD, Tuner, MP3 etc
250 my sensitivity for full output
220/240volts, 100w
27cmW, 30D, 16H cm 10kg
Comprehensive manual supplied
(Specifications subject to change)

Showing limited edition David Shaw CV181 valves (upgrade)

No Compromise High End Pure Valve Headphone Amplifier
One of our bestsellers
Headphones have such an intimate relationship
with the listener, a good headphone amplifier
needs to have the purest possible sound to avoid
long term listening fatigue for the user.
The usual way to provide a headphone output on
an integrated amplifier is to drop the power
through a couple of resistors, giving “low fi”
disappointing results. Solid State headphone
amps use a couple of $2 microchips which can
sound harsh and have limited power.
We use two Class A valves with high quality
output transformers that provide ideal matching
to almost any headphone type 30-600.
The power supply has generous mains transformer two
custom output transformers. The HP8 MK II is a heavy
7kg, and very solidly made, giving you an idea of how
much iron you get for your money!
Like our other models the HP8 MKII has no printed
circuit board and is all hand wired with top quality
components. We use silver PTFE audio cable, gold
plated terminals and the famous “ALPS” volume pot
for sonic purity.
The front valve is the excellent ECC83. this has
exceptional detail and fluidity. It complements the super
6SN7 (the best hi fi valve
ever?). This combination will
give you a simply stunning
insight into inner detail of your
favourite recordings whether
analogue or digital.
Like our other amplifiers, close
attention has been paid to the
finish of the HP8 MKII. It uses
the same heavy build quality
as our other amplifiers a
combination of alloy plate and
painted steel.
The HP8 MKII is very
versatile. It may connected to
your hi fi in several ways:
1, In a normal hi fi system you
would connect to the “record

out” of your amplifier. This will then be directly connected to
the “source” that you have selected.
2, Now with built in loop enabling easy connection.
3, With “Pre and power” systems a connection may be
made between the two units.
4, As a stand alone unit you can directly connect to any
CD/iphone/phono pre-amp etc.

Specifications and Features



























Comprehensive manual supplied
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ sound
Japanese Blue ALPS volume pot.
Class A, all Triode circuit
Output impedance matching from 6 to 600Ω
2 x 6SN7 for output 1x ECC83 input valve
NOS, Treasure and Full Music types available
Signal to noise level -90db
Freq response better than 20hz-20kHz +0 –0.2db
Total harmonic distortion typically less than 0.2% 1khz
Also Suitable for ≥ 8 ohm high efficiency loudspeakers
Japanese steel EI transformers with low oxygen copper
High quality 2W metal film, & wire-wound resistors
Solen audio capacitors, Jensen upgrade available
Custom hand wound output transformers
Ceramic valve holders for minimum leakage
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input/outputs
One line input
Loop through facility
350mv input sensitivity.
220/240volts 36 watts.
16cm W, 27 D, 16 H, 7kg
Carton 37Wx27Dx30H 7.0 kg
C E, ROHS and WEEE compliant
(Specifications subject to change)

Summary:
True High End headphone amplifier. Built as a small SET hi fi
amplifier using Icon handmade multi tap output
transformers.
High definition with superb listening qualities to match the
finest headphones.

A very special transformer based pre-amplifier

Transformers sound best!
Well made audio transformers can provide perfect coupling
in a hi fi system. Free from the “mechanical” sound of solid
state and the deficiencies of output capacitors, they can
make reproduction more vibrant and focussed.
The heart of the LA5tx are two very special line level output
transformers, developed “in house” over several years to
give what we think is the best sound balance.
Something for nothing?
This can be done with a “passive” transformer, but the results will
vary depending upon the source impedance of the previous
stage. If it is not “strong” enough poor matching will be obtained.
In electronics you cannot get something for nothing! The LA5tx
single 6SN7 valve “buffers” the input source, this way the LA5tx
always presents a constant high impedance load, so the
“strength” of the previous stage is irrelevant. The “strong” output
of the 6SN7 then drives our transformer to give either a perfect
“balanced” output as well as a phono RCA.
The very low 250Ω output impedance of the LA5tx is then strong
enough to drive virtually any length or type of interconnect cable
without loss or damage to the precious signal.
So we feel that this is a better solution than just using a
transformer alone.
A high end pre amplifier must have the best power supply. The
LA5tx has two chokes in double Pi configuration for well
conditioned power giving superb smoothing for velvety inky black
silence. The GZ34 rectifier valve has a more fluid sound than
silicon diodes making a surprising difference.
The LA5tx is designed for the very best transistor and valve
power amplifiers where musical purity is required rather than
starkness.
The audio valve we use is the 6SN7 double triode. This 1940
vintage valve has all the best characteristics for the job, and its
larger size means long life and good stability. Also the sound is
more musical as we feel these have a more fluid sound. You can
experiment with both vintage and modern types.






























Specifications and Features
Icon Audio custom output transformers
All hand wired point to point
ALPs Blue motorised volume pot.
Stepped attenuator option
All Triode simple design
2x 6SN7 valves
GZ34 Valve rectifier (also 274B/5AR4)
Double Choke HT supply
DC heater supply
Signal to noise level -90db#
Freq response 20Hz-15kHz +0 -0.5db
Freq response 13Hz-20kHz +0 -1db
Freq response 7Hz-28kHz +0 -3db
THD typically less than 0.18% (0.5v output)
Gain 3x, 7db
Max output level 20v for 6.66v input
Low output impedance of 250Ω
Suitable for power amps 100mv-2v sensitivity
High quality 2w metal film, & wire-wound resistors
Solen/SCR audio capacitors (Jensen option)
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input terminals
Four line inputs
Record loop
220/240volts 75watts
Comprehensive manual supplied
C E compliant
34.5cmW, 32D, 19.5H (with 274B), or 17H with
GZ34 18kg with packing
(Specifications subject to change)

Various valve and capacitor upgrades are available, contact us for more information.

Summary:
A simple low gain pre-amplifier that buffers the input and
provides the transformer with optimum drive to achieve the
full potential from our unique output transformers.

Showing limited edition David Shaw CV181 valves (upgrade)

A line pre-amp of outstanding quality
Building on the success of the earlier marques,
the LA4 MKIII has improved cosmetics and an
upgraded circuit. Now with lower feedback and
lower gain the macro dynamics and sound stage
are enhanced.
A deceptively simple high quality single stage design
followed by an output buffer. But what makes the LA4
III special is the power supply and our “finely tuned”
design. A high end pre amplifier must have the best
power supply. The LA4 MK III has two chokes in
double Pi configuration for well conditioned power
giving superb smoothing for velvety inky black
silence. The rectifier valve, which makes a surprising
difference, is the excellent GZ34. This outstanding
Western Electric design is probably the best
sounding power valve available.
The three audio valves we use are the 6SN7 double
triodes. This 1940 vintage valve has all the best
characteristics for the job, and its larger size means
long life and good stability. Also the sound is more
musical as we feel these have a more fluid sound.
You can experiment with both vintage and modern
types.

Built to last
Like all our equipment the LA4 III is very solidly
made. It has a heavy alloy and steel chassis. The
internal wiring is all “point to point”, “hand wired”, this
is essential for valve amplifiers, and allows for
upgrading to larger capacitors, and makes future
servicing very simple.
Summary:
Very simple high quality line pre-amp. Ideal for virtually any
kind of power amplifier.




















Specifications and Features
Comprehensive manual supplied
All hand wired point to point without PCBs
ALPs motorised volume pot.
All Triode design
3x 6SN7 valves (CV181)
Adaptors available for 12AU7/ECC82
GZ34 Valve rectifier (also 5AR4/274B)
Double Choke HT supply
DC heater supply
Signal to noise level -90db
Freq response 20hz-20khz +0 - 0.1db
Total harmonic distortion typically less than 0.1%
Gain x4, 12db
Max input level 5v for 20v output#
Very low output impedance of 100Ω
Suitable for power amps 100mv-5v sensitivity
Attractive valve cover available (£50 extra).
High quality 2w metal film, & wire-wound resistors

 Solen/SCR audio capacitors (Jensen upgrade option)










Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input terminals
Four line inputs
Tape monitor circuit and record output
Optional plexiglass valve cover available
230/117volts 100watts
C E compliant
25cmW, 37D, 23H (with 274B and cover), or 17H
with GZ34 (no cover) 12kg packed#

(Specifications subject to change, errors & omissions excepted 24/10/16)

Various valve and capacitor upgrades are available

HI FI WORLD TEST

Do you need more inputs, volume
control and remote control?
If you need any of these the Icon Passive, or Passive
R could help.
Our passive preamplifier is ideal for use with most
power amplifiers. Many CD/DVD, and other sources
etc already have enough voltage to give a good
listening level, therefore there is no need for extra
amplification. Basically all you need to do is reduce
the volume to suitable level. By eliminating the preamplifier stage you will get a more “direct”, “truthful”
sound, without the noise and colouration of the pre
amplifier.
Its beauty is that it has no distortion or noise,
therefore does not colour the sound, and the price is
very affordable.

This will allow the user to obtain the precise level of
sound in his armchair and adjust for differences
found in different tracks of your recording.
We have used the same high quality ALPs Blue pot
that is in our other remote control amplifiers.
The power comes from a supplied low voltage wall
adaptor.

















Specifications and Features
Solid anodised alloy and steel construction.
Audiophile Silver PTFE cable used throughout
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ sound
ALPS Blue velvet volume pot.
All gold plated high quality terminals
High quality selector switch
4 inputs
Tape monitor circuit
Tape output
Signal to noise level - unmeasurable
Freq response – perfect (under optimum conditions)
Total harmonic distortion – none
Black matt paint finish
C E compliant
W20, D26, H7cm (8cm remote version), 350g
(remember to allow space for connections)

(Specifications subject to change)

Strong construction and all gold plated PTFE RCA terminals

This is a very economical way to control your power
amplifier, with nothing added.
The Passive is very versatile and can also be used
purely as a selector box with the volume on full. Or
by providing a monitoring circuit for your recording
equipment as well as additional inputs. It is a very
useful addition to any hi fi system.
As a general guide it may be used with any power
amp or mono blocks with at least 1v sensitivity or
greater. This includes the QUAD 303 and all of the
Leak valve power amplifiers.
Exactly the same as the “Passive”, the “Passive R”
offers exactly the same specification but with the
benefit of remote control volume.

A passive pre amp is not recommended for very long
interconnects, or with very low output source units. Often this will
only be proven by “trial and “error”, so you may wish to take
advantage of our 30 day trial to prove this.

Summary:
An extraordinary simple low cost solution to many preamplifier problems. In many situations can sound better than
sophisticated alternatives.

No other phono stage looks like the PS3, and no
other sounds as good! We firmly believe that the
overall performance is one of the finest available.
Hi Fi World say “our favourite high end phono pre
amplifier”, the PS3 is now Hi Fi World “Reference
Standard”. Based on our very successful PS1 phono pre
which won “5 Globes” in Hi Fi World (03/2008) for its
excellent sound quality, we have used our experience to
design a phono pre which corrects all the weaknesses of
other designs, regardless of price.

What’s special about the PS3?
The PS3 needs the best power supply. We use a large power
transformer and a EZ80 valve rectifier followed by two large
chokes for very smooth power. This is regulated by the excellent
EL84 valve controlled by a 12AX7 for the very accurate smooth
voltage necessary for true high end performance.
The preamplifier unit uses a unique circuit using 4x ECC88 to get
the high gain and low noise for excellent detail and sound stage,
and has the vivid colour and warmth. There are inputs for two
turntables, with a moving coil option using our own “in house”
designed and manufactured moving coil transformers.
The output valve is the excellent 6SN7. Introduced in 1940, a
very musical sounding hi fi valve, with many old and new
versions to try if you so desire!
The PS3 is a phono preamplifier of the very highest quality that
will get the best from your pickup and work well with any kind of
amplifier.
The PS3 has an unusually large output (1,260 mv) this with
internal ALPs volume control enables direct coupling and control
of many power amplifiers. A fixed output alternative is available
on request.
The original specification for the LP system was designed in the
days of valves long before transistors and micro chips, and we
think that transistors are not suited to this job. In our opinion and
that of our customers the change from transistor to valve for LP
reproduction WILL GIVE YOU THE BIGGEST POSSIBLE
IMPROVEMENT in your hi fi that it is possible to get. (To date no
PS3s have been returned as “unsuitable” despite the hundreds
sold! Indeed many have been further upgraded with Jensen
capacitors and more exotic valves.)

Specifications and Features

 Built in volume control, to directly control power amps

 Max output 40 volts before clipping = massive headroom



























Two turntable inputs 1xMM 1xMC/MM
Signal to noise ratio 88db MM
Mono switch for better results from mono records
Valve rectified power supply
Valve regulated power supply
Twin Chokes for excellent smoothing
Separate Power supply for lower noise
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to colour the sound
Easy to service and upgrade
Japanese Blue ALPS volume pot.
All Triode valves
4x ECC88 1x 6SN7 (pre-amp)
1x EZ80 1x ECC83 1x EL84 1 x 0A2 (power supply)
Sensitivity: 3mv for 1.26v output (0.3mv MC)
Gain MM 53db MC 72db
Load: imp: 47k MM, 100 ohms MC
Output source impedance 50 ohms
RIAA Freq response 20hz-20khz +0 – 0.5db
NO feedback used for RIAA
Solen/SCR audio capacitors Jensen upgrade option
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input/output terminals
Detailed manual supplied with tube change info
220/240volts (also 117v)

 Pre-amp 15.5cmW, 33D, 17H*, 3.6kg
 Power Supply 15.5cmW, 30D 17H 6.4kg
 Packed: 40cmx40cmx28cm (0.044CM) 11.5KG
 C E, ROHS FCC
(Specifications

subject

to change) Shown

with

optional David

Shaw CV181

Summary:
No compromise phono stage for MM and MC. Ultra refined
power supply and sophisticated pure valve circuit stays true
to the original design aims of the RIAA LP standard.

HI FI WORLD TEST

“High-end” Pure Valve
Introduced in 2005 the PS1 has proved to be one of our best
sellers. This model has had many excellent reviews in the
worlds Hi Fi press.
New for 2013 are new cosmetics, and improved power
supply and the compatibility with our new MC transformers.
It is well know that valves can sound much better than
transistors, this is especially so with LP reproduction.
Mainly because:
 The massive overload of valves prevents distortion on highly
modulated or worn LPs therefore reducing noise.
 The “warm” sound of valves is well suited to the reproduction
of analogue music from LP.
 The huge 40db RIAA difference between 20 Hz and 20 kHz is
easier for valves than transistors.
 Our “passive” design uses no “feedback”
 Our simple design uses “hi fi” components.
 We use “hand wired” “point to point” wiring with no printed
circuit board.
It is essential that that these precious few microvolts of signal
from the pickup cartridge go straight in to the valve without any
switches or coupling capacitor in the way to add sonic impurities.
The PS1 story from David Shaw Icons founder:
“I designed the PS1 for maximum musical detail, but without
exaggerating the imperfections through wear or older records.
Valves are much more tolerant to overload and distortion, they
recover quicker and distort less than transistors. Therefore
valves will deal with the huge transient spikes present in
imperfect LPs better than transistors. This gives a much more
pleasing sound”.
We like the sound of “moving coil” pickups and produced our own
special 10x step up transformers. We also designed the PS1 to
have a higher than normal output, so it is possible to connect
directly to power amplifiers without a pre-amplifier. It is fitted with
a volume control. This gives a very pure sound quality.
Our remarkable long published record still stands (02/2016) that
no PS1 has been returned to us as “unsuitable” despite the
thousands sold.
The PS1 has become a “Reference Standard” for Hi Fi
World.
Summary:
Our original acclaimed PS1 design updated and upgraded.
Faithfull to the analogue traditions of vinyl.

Moving Magnet or Moving Coil?
Moving Magnet types are generally cheaper, and
have the advantage of a high output.
Moving Coil pickups have a low output, they are
generally more expensive.
But most hi fi fans prefer MC pickups. The LP original
“Master” is cut with a moving coil stylus.
MC pickups need special transformers to give extra
gain. We fit our own custom design and made
transformers. They have a very smooth detailed
sound. These may be fitted at the time of order or
after purchase.
The front panel switch then allows you to easily
choose either MM or MC input.

Specifications and Features
 Built in volume control, suitable for most power
amplifiers
 Stereo/mono switch for lower noise from mono LPs
 Choke power supply
 Separate Power supply for lower noise
 Comprehensive manual supplied
 All hand wired point to point
 No printed circuit board to spoil the sound
 Japanese Blue ALPS volume pot.
 All Triode valves 3x ECC83
 Sensitivity: 3mv for 1.26v output (0.3mv MC)
 Gain MM 53db MC 72db
 Load: imp: 47k MM, 100 ohms MC
 Output source impedance 50 ohms
 Signal to noise level -75db (MM)
 RIAA Freq response 20hz-20khz +0 - 1db
 NO global feedback used
 High quality resistors
 Hi Fi quality audio capacitors
 Silver PTFE audio cable
 Gold plated Input/output terminals
 220/240volts (also 115v), 50watts
 C E. Conforms to ROHS and WEEE

 Pre-amp 17cmW, 27D, 11H , 2.7kg
 PSU 25cmD, 12W 17H 3.9kg

 Shipping size/weight 40cm x 35cm x 28cm 9kg
(Specifications subject to change)

HI FI WORLD TEST

Only valves can make the LP sound this good!
Our PS2 is a “one box” simplified version of
our award winning PS1, and therefore is
excellent value. It is well know that valves
can sound much better than transistors, this
is especially so with LP reproduction. The LP
was developed in the time of valves, and
without the warmth and colour of valves,
transistor phono pre amplifiers can sound
uninteresting and hard to listen to.
Regardless of the other components in your
system we guarantee an improvement in the
listening quality of your LP records regardless of
condition. A big advantage is the reduction in
“perceived noise”, on worn /scratched LPs. (it
actually measures the same, just sounds
different).
We realised that not everyone with a modest LP
collection can aspire to a “Hi End” phono stage,
so we have kept all the important features of the
PS1 so preserving the essential sound quality of
a pure valve phono stage, at a price which
compares with other “entry level” units.
The PS2 is hand built by the same team as the
PS1 and PS3 using the same hand built
methods that ensure the consistent quality that
we are known for.
The circuit is essentially the same as the PS1
and PS3 with a simplified power supply. So it
will have a very similar sonic signature
New for 2014 is an improved black finish,
updated power supply and a “stereo/mono”
switch to reduce the noise of mono recordings.

Specifications and Features





















Comprehensive manual supplied
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to spoil the sound
All Triode valves 3x ECC83
Sensitivity: 5mv for 1v output
For MC may be used with our MC transformer
Gain x 200
Load: imp: 47k MM
Output impedance 50 ohms
Signal to noise level -75db
RIAA Freq response 20hz-20khz +0 - 1db
NO global feedback used
High quality resistors
Hi Fi quality audio capacitors
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input/output terminals
220/240volts (also 115v), 40watts
C E. ROHS
Dimensions: 31cmW x 14.5D x 12.5H
Shipping size/weight 27cm x 14cm x 70cm 2.5kg
(Specifications subject to change)

Summary:
An affordable alternative to the solid state phono stage, with
the same sonic signature as the PS1.

HI FI WORLD TEST

Designed to complement any Moving Magnet Phono Pre-amplifier
The MC TX is perfect for those who want to
change from Moving Magnet to Moving Coil
without the hassle of changing equipment.
Just plug in between your turntable and
phono stage nearly any MC will be matched
to your amplifier.
Designed to get the best out of your moving coil
cartridge as used in our PS1 and PS3 phono preamplifiers, we found that many customers were
asking for these transformers in a “stand alone” box
that could be used with any phono pre-amplifiers.
The MCTX Story
“Some years ago when I was buyer for a hi fi retailer,
I was fortunate enough to be invited on a factory visit
to a well know pick up manufacturer in Denmark. The
visit included various seminars about the
manufacture and how to get the best performance
from pickups. I came away having learned two very
important lessons”:
I, MM cartridges have a serious flaw which is hard to
counter, in that at high frequencies they tend to
resonate adding to distortion and noise. One good
reason why Moving Coil sounds better.
2, Moving Coil cartridges sound better through a
transformer, rather than a step-up amp (or stage).
This is because the impedance and gain
characteristics of a transformer are so well suited to
the job. Also they are noise free, and have very low
distortion and hum.
Some phono pre-amplifiers have a moving coil (MC)
x5 pre-amp fitted, but the results of these can be
disappointing as they are usually a $2 which adds
noise and make the sound mechanical and
uninteresting. Whereas a good quality transformer
will add nothing, whilst giving a true interpretation of
the original sound.
Solid construction is important for protection against
noise and vibration.
We use high quality transformers using the best low
oxygen copper, made into extremely thin wire, and

hand wind the coils onto the rare earth metal formers.
These are triple screened for maximum hum
elimination. These are mounted on a stainless steel
and alloy chassis using high quality gold plated
terminals.
Your current pre-amp or phono stage may well have
the common “one chip” solution to get the extra gain
for moving coil cartridges, adding a good Moving Coil
but this can be disappointing as all the “true high
end” equipment uses the transformer solution.
The improvement gained by using the more
expensive solution of transformers is not fully
understood. But conventional thinking is that using a
time honoured simple transformer works much better
than using a cheap modern solution that is
disappointing.
Only a well made transformer can give the organic
interaction that takes place between your expensive
pickup and your pre-amplifier.
It is a small relatively inexpensive upgrade. We
guarantee you will be delighted. Try it risk free*

Specifications and Features














All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ sound
Suitable for pickups requiring 10 – 500 Ohms
Low output impedance
Matching pre amp 47k (30-100K)
“By Pass” switch for MM cartridges
Gain = x10/20dB (x1 for “by pass”)
Signal to noise level -90db
Frequency response 10hz to 20khz –1db
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & output terminals
One line input/line output
Made in England

(Specifications subject to change)
*(UK only from Icon Audio Ltd)

Designed for transistor amplifiers where some valve “warmth and colour “is required
The BA3 buffer amplifier comes in a “one
box” configuration for more convenient
positioning.
Not everyone is willing or able to change to valve
amplifiers. But many hi fi fans find their system can
sound too harsh and tiring to listen to for long periods
of time. Our BA3 is designed to fit between any two
units of hi fi and will insert some “warmth and colour”
making your hi fi system more pleasant to listen to.
Although Valves and Solid State amplifiers both do
the same job, they do it differently, microchips are
excellent for digital circuits, valves are increasingly
recognised as having musical qualities that are
impossible to “see” in specification or measurement.
A “buffer” amplifier does not amplify the signal
voltage, but increases its strength (or current). In the
process of passing the signal through a vacuum tube,
subtle changes are made to its nature, which many
people perceive as an improvement.
Hi Fi has now reached a level where enthusiasts can
detect the tiny improvements of power conditioning,
cables, interconnects etc, and of course the
difference between transistors and valves.
So it follows that an all valve, triode, Class A buffer
stage can add something that you may be missing!
It may be connected for example between a CD
player and amplifier, or between a pre and power
amplifier. It is also extremely effective at reducing the
loss of long connecting cables. E.G:
All cables have high frequency loss, even exotic
interconnects can have a relatively large capacitance
per meter, so a 10 m cable will absorb 10 times more
high frequency detail than a one-meter length. So if
the output impedance (the lower the better) of your
preamp is not as good as it could be, you will lose
vital high frequency detail. It is not a question of
amplification but of “muscle” to make sure that no
detail is lost on the way through your interconnects.

We use a deceptively simple yet elegant SRPP
circuit which has a delightful open yet warm sound.
No feedback is used so the true so the true individual
valve sound quality is not diminished. The standard
Russian 6N6 has lovely qualities. But for tube rollers
out there other vintage valves are an option see
below.
It is a small relatively inexpensive upgrade. We
guarantee you will be delighted. Try it risk free*
























Specifications and Features
Comprehensive manual supplied
All hand wired point to point
No printed circuit board to ‘colour’ sound
Class A, all Triode circuit
Very low output impedance of 180Ω
2x 6N6 (ECC88/6922/6DJ compatible) triodes
ECC82/12AU7/ECC99 option when ordering
0A2 regulated for stability and advanced sonics
Gain = 0.96
Maximum output before clipping= 30v
Ideal for any input from 50mv to 10v
Signal to noise level better than -90db
Frequency response 10hz to 100khz –0.1db
THD typically less than 0.05% 1khz
Solen hi fi audio capacitors
Copper foil “Paper In Oil” cap upgrade option
Silver PTFE audio cable
Gold plated Input & output terminals
One line input/line output
By pass switch (for use when not powered)
220/240volts 50 watts.
C E, ROHS FCC
Dimensions: 31cmW x 14.5D x 12.5H

 Packed Weight= 2.5kg

(Specifications subject to change) *(UK only from Icon Audio Ltd)

Summary:
An inexpensive way of adding some valve magic into your
system whilst keeping you existing equipment.

A CD Player With That Magical “Vinyl Sound” where warmth and dexterity are required
The Compact Disc is almost 40 years old!
Aimed at both the upgrade and replacement
market the CDX2 is a rugged reliable unit
with excellent performance and “David Shaw
sonic presentation” using a simple valve
circuit. This makes it easy to listen to
without the mechanical sounding fatigue that
CD players can have.
What we have done:
The CDX2 uses the latest 192kHz 24bit upsampling
technology for high resolution. But more than this we
have paid attention to the all important output stage
of the CD X2 in order to avoid the “mechanical” soulless presentation that some Cd players have.
You can expect a more musical presentation with
more warmth and colour, being very easy to listen to.
Seeking greater stability we decided to use a top
loading mechanism to without the “slide out drawer”
for improved rigidity. The heavier alloy clamp also
acts as a flywheel to improve rotational stability.
Future service and reliability is important to at Icon
Audio. We are aware that some CD players have
been scrapped early due to lack of spare
mechanisms. Therefore we will be keeping a good
stock of spare mechanisms and lasers, being the
most common part to fail.
As each CD player is prepared to your order in our
factory, we can offer a range of upgrades including,
premium and “new old stock” valves, the superb
Jensen Copper foil “oil in paper” capacitors. Ask us
for a quote.
Summary
Our interpretation of what a good CD player Valve output for
a more “vinyl” presentation should sound like. Solidly built
using discreet components and a high performance sturdy
mechanism.

Specifications and Features












Easily upgraded (valves, capacitors, resistors etc)
Latest 192kHz 24bit upsampling technology
Sanyo mechanism
Class A, all Triode output stage
Signal to noise level -105dB
Freq response better than 20hz-20kHz +0 – 5db
Distortion 0.005%
Dynamic range 110dB
Coaxial digital output
Valves 12AU7/ECC82

















Audiophile components
No “surface mount” parts used
Solen Polypropylene audio capacitors
Jensen Copper foil caps option
Ceramic valve holders for minimum leakage
Gold plated RCA sockets
CD-R compatible
Output 2v (0db reference standard).
220/240volts approx (adjustable to 115v)
Power Consumption: 70w
Comprehensive manual supplied
Spare mechanisms available at low cost.
Full instructions for valve change included
CE, ROHS, WEEE compliant where applicable
Size W41 D35 H12cm (Carton: 44x40x18 9kg)

 Japanese steel EI transformers with low oxygen copper

Provisional specifications subject to change

Why “Made For Valves”?
The vast majority of hi fi speakers available today
are made for powerful transistor amplifiers, which
are often very power hungry and can be a difficult
load to drive for any amplifier, especially valves.
This is especially true of smaller stand mount and
bookshelf speakers where huge amounts of
midrange and treble are literally “dumped” in order
to increase the relative bass output.

When we released our first “MFV” model eyebrows
were raised in some quarters that anyone might
consider designing speakers specially for valve
amplifiers. But the favourable reactions of customers
and dealers confirms our belief that there is a genuine
demand. So much so that we have recently been
developing our new FRm “Full Range modified”
models which are even more efficient for low powered
SE types of amplifier.
Icon Audio valve amplifiers have a reputation for
excellent performance and build quality, but we are
aware that they are not always matched to ideal
loudspeakers thereby not optimising the sound.
The ease of driving means that as little as 15 watts will
achieve an excellent volume ideal for large orchestral
works in a large room.
The MFV 3 MKIII is also an ideal partner to lower
powered SE valve, transistor or hybrid amplifiers. 300B
9w SE amplifiers for example have a breathtaking
immediacy and dynamics.

MFV 3 III Specifications and
Features












MFV 3 MKII with Cherry veneer

Obviously better results will be obtained from your
valve amplifier if it is driving an easier more stable
load. For example, many loudspeaker designs use a
four-ohm bass unit, working on the premise that the
amplifier power will double going from eight to four
ohms. This of course does not happen with valve
amplifiers; therefore, the sound balance will be wrong.
A well designed efficient loudspeaker with a more
constant impedance will give vastly improved
performance in terms of volume level, special image
and more solid controlled bass.
A simple yet effective crossover ensures that the
signal transfer from the amplifier has the minimum
impact in order that the amplifier can “see” the speaker
drive units clearly without excessive distortion.







Slim front profile only 23cm wide (8.25in)
Small footprint for their size
Designed for valve amps of around 9w to 90w
Designed in Leicester UK
Ported for extended bass performance
High 92 db sensitivity
Easy to drive load
Simple crossover for and easy driving
Audiophile inductors and poly prop caps
D’Appolito based design
Long grain loudspeaker quality MDF for
minimum cabinet colouration
Dark Rosewood finish
Supplied complete with spikes
Shielded magnets for minimum magnetic field
Supplied with attractive front cover
20kg. each W 23cm. H 107cm. D 29cm
Specification subject to change.

NEW MKIII Updates include:
 Upgraded simplified crossover
 Improved efficiency
 Heavy duty composite rubber dampening
(4KG per speaker)
 Cast alloy basket
 Heavier density MDF

The MFV3 MK III Super
The MFV 3 MKIII is our most advanced speaker. It
incorporates several upgrades from the standard
model including advanced bass unit magnets, double
magnets for treble unit, heavier cabinet damping.
This is a floor standing model capable of filling a
large room with beautiful golden sound from 15
watts. It features two of the same high definition, low
colouration driver used in the MFV 2, using a very
large voice coil with pure copper wire.
Close attention has been paid to the finish, the MFV3
MKIII super comes in either superb walnut or cherry
real wood veneers finished in a beautiful semi matt
lacquer. Bronze floor spikes are supplied

Specifications and Features




















MFV 3 MK II Super in real cherry wood veneer

Designed for valve amps of 10w to 150w
Efficiency 92db MFV3 Super. 90db MFV2 88db MFV6
Nominal impedance 6Ω
Designed in Leicester UK
Rare earth NdFeB magnets
Oversized magnets for extra efficiency
Low Oxygen copper wire voice coils
Very low F0 tweeters with copper ring
Smooth impedance curve
High overall sensitivity
Easy to drive load
Hand made crossovers with audiophile caps
Audiophile inductors
Long grain loudspeaker quality MDF
Real wood veneers
Choice of Cherry or Walnut veneers
Shielded magnets for minimum magnetic field
Supplied with attractive front cover
Dimensions: MFV3 MKII 109H X 21W X 35D (cm)
Specification and price subject to change

NEW MKIII Updates include:
 Upgraded simplified crossover
 Improved efficiency
 Heavy duty composite rubber dampening
(8KG per speaker)
 Cast alloy basket
 Heavier density MDF
 Improved HF unit design

The MFV 2 and MFV 6
Both these designs will perform well if there are
constraints on size or budget. Due to their simple
crossovers carefully matched drive units. good
efficiency and ease of driving is maintained for low
powered amplifiers.
The MFV 2 features a similar bass/mid driver to the
MFV3 super, using a large voice coil with pure
copper wire. By nature of its smaller design and
stand mounting will have very tight bass and very low
colouration. Designed for stand mounting with 15 to
150 Watts (depending upon room size and required
sound level), it is capable of filling a large room with
stunningly transparent music without being fatiguing.
The MFV6 is very similar but having smaller
dimensions is ideal for a smaller room. Despite its
modest size the characteristics are excellent offering
great purity. Designed for shelf or stand mount.

Specifications and Features

MFV2 in Walnut





















Designed for valve amps of 9w to 150w
Efficiency 92db MFV3 Super. 90db MFV2 88db MFV6
Nominal impedance 6Ω
Designed in Leicester UK
Rare earth NdFeB magnets
Oversized magnets for extra efficiency
Low Oxygen copper wire voice coils
Very low F0 tweeters with copper ring
Smooth impedance curve
High overall sensitivity
Easy to drive load
Hand made crossovers with audiophile caps
Audiophile inductors
Long grain loudspeaker quality MDF
Choice of Cherry or Walnut finish
Optional stands available complete with spikes
Shielded magnets for minimum magnetic field
Supplied with attractive front cover
Dimensions: MFV6 31.5H x 18W x 24D (cm)
 MFV2 40H x 21.5W x 32D (cm)
Specification and price subject to change

Stands also available

MFV 6 in Cherry

Icon Audio (UK) Ltd
Technical Information
MFV 2 (Made For Valves series 2)
All Icon Audio speakers and components are either made by Icon Audio or assembled from
components we have manufactured for us.
The cabinet
The MDF is 1" thick audio grade. There is a special recess for the mid/bass unit which helps with the
dispersion of unwanted energy and resonance. The cabinet is braced for maximum neutrality in sound.
The mid/bass unit:
The cone and the cap are made as one unit giving very good rigidity, resulting in very low distortion, even
at high power. The cone and voice coil come from Taiwan. The neoprene rubber surround is manufactured
in Germany. We prefer to use “rubber” speaker surround, as they last longer than the foam type.
The magnet is NdFeB rare earth 70mm dia, it is very powerful, large enough to drive a 12" speaker.
Uses a 3" voice coil.
Unlike the similar units which uses a copper plated Aluminium coil, we use pure copper wire which has a
lower impedance, therefore more powerful bass. The large coil enables the speaker to handle 150w of
power (continuous).
A. Cut away of speaker bass midrange unit

B. Finished unit

The Tweeter.
The cone is made from silk, again from Taiwan, we feel that silk has better listening characteristics than
metal or ribbon type tweeters. Ours is designed to have a lower operating frequency of 800 Hz; this
provides very good integration with the midrange. We test and match the tweeters at 24c low humidity
conditions for optimum matching and performance. We use special adhesive from the USA which gives
very good temperature stability, strength and high frequency response. A copper ring is used to smooth the
impedance curve, see picture “E”
There is a second magnet see pic “D”, this has two functions, 1, to increase the magnetic field strength, 2,
to reduce the low frequency impedance raising mid-range output, increasing the damping factor and
efficiency, the nominal impedance of the tweeter is 6 ohms. This helps with valve amplifiers to give a more
linear freq. response.
The crossover is of minimalist design to get the best out of the drive units, whilst keeping a simple load for
amplifiers. Jensen Copper foil, paper in oil caps are an upgrade option. The chokes are wound by Icon
Audio.
The system has very good Richard H Small/Thiele characteristics with very good bass output at low
distortion. Tested with the German Klippel Gmbh test system, which is unusual in that the system is tested
at high power, rather than the low power systems that other test systems use.
C The Icon MFV 2 Tweeter

D. Icon MFV 2 crossover
(Jensen Copper foil, paper in oil caps are an upgrade option)
E. Magnet and copper ring assembly

We think so!
This is how we do it:
We think so. In the same way a very simple valve amplifier can
be very “musical”, a good full range speaker can also sound
inherently “musical” in character. We have designed a wide
range efficient drive unit that has excellent sonic properties using
both new and old technologies to achieve the sonic footprint we
wanted.
Our special 8” drive unit was then matched up to 3 cabinets that
get the best overall acoustic sound. This is then further “tweaked”
to get the desired response by using a special attenuator, rather
than a “crossover”. This way no power is wasted or dumped as
heat as resistors, maintaining the high efficiency.
The FRm 3 uses two closely matched units that work in parallel
to give effortless bass reproduction that is well suited to a larger
room, for large orchestral works, big band jazz rock music etc.

The result:







What are Full Range “Modified” Speakers?
Background:
Since 2002 Icon Audio have been making complete
loudspeakers, cabinets and drive units. From the experience
gained during this time in conjunction with our successful
valve amplifiers has taught us many things including:
1. The best spatial image and sound stage comes from full
range or a simple design of speaker, without a complex
crossover. Generally efficient design.
2. Most speakers waste a large proportion of the amplifier
power in order to “flatten” the frequency response.
Especially with smaller speakers where the midrange and
treble power is “dumped” (as heat in resistors) to make the
bass louder as a proportion.
3. Full range often have hugely powerful magnets in the drive
units, this severely restricts the cone movement to as low
as +/- 1mm, necessitating the use of a large horn for bass.
FRM3 cabinet. 1” audio quality MDF. 3 internal braces. Audiophile foam
damping. Audio Quest heavy duty pure copper wire.






Very musical sound with seamless transition between bass,
mid-range and treble.
No need for a tweeter
Sound stage and spaciousness like no other speaker
No harshness or metallic quality to cause listening fatigue
Deeper bass than any other design for the size.
Is efficient enough to work with any low powered Single
Ended or Push Pull design amplifier from about 6 watts
(depending upon required sound level and room size)
Very easy load for an amplifier to drive
Small footprint for the sound/bass output
3 designs to choose from depending upon room size and
budget.
Sound can be easily tailored to suit you installation

Are there any shortcomings?
All types of loudspeakers have shortcomings, they have the
highest distortion of any part of the hi fi chain. Each type of
design having its own set of problems. Like other electrostatic
and co-axial speakers the FRm range are a little more directional
and have a more tightly defined listening area.














Specifications and Features
Icon unique 8” Full range drive unit
Rare earth high frequency dome
Custom paper cone for optimum bandwidth
Long throw coil and roll surround for extended bass
96db approx output, 1 watt @1 meter sensitivity
Designed and tested with low power valve amplifiers
Suitable for amplifiers 6 to 90 watts, @ 8 ohms
Audio grade MDF cabinet
Real wood veneer finish
Braced cabinet (3 in the floorstanders)
Standard finishes cherry or walnut
Internal wire: high purity, low impedance copper
Plinth and adjustable spikes included (FRm 2/3)

 FRm 3 Size in cm W29, D28, H104, 29kg ea
 FRm 2 Size in cm W29, D28, H104, 21kg ea
 FRm 1 Size in cm W30, D33, H51, 12kg ea
(Specifications subject to change)

A New design
cabinet for our 8”
FRm unit

Close up showing unique long grain paper weave specially
designed for full range sound with rare earth titanium alloy
dome parasitic tweeter for high frequencies.
The FRm 1 design may be bookshelf or stand mounted. All
designs are front ported in order that they may be placed
close to a wall if desired. Although like conventional ported
enclosures, placement away from the wall is recommended
with the floor standing cabinets.
All three models are supplied with “No Loss” attenuators
which are pre set to give optimum performance in the
average room. These are in a small external box.
However many rooms are far from average, and each
amplifier and source (e.g. CD player) will have its own
sound. If after the run in period you feel that the sound may
benefit from “tailoring” to your own circumstances this is a
simple matter to change a couple of components at low
cost.
Indeed all three designs may be run without any
attenuation. The FRm 3 in particular has many possibilities
to “contour” the sound to a personal preference.
Our Magnificent 8” driver with cast alloy basket, large
efficient rare earth magnet and audiophile connectors.

Also available in Piano Black

Our new FRM 2 Super uses a more sophisticated cabinet
design which further enhances the bass output and
reduces internal resonances. Slightly bigger than the STD
model Available in Piano Black or Signal Red with piano
black plinth and supplied complete high quality spikes.
This new addition is capable of astonishing realism. Unlike
other full range designs it does not excessively forward or
“honky” like some horn designs but capable of very high
definition sound even at high sound levels. This is due the
simplicity of design and lack of crossover not “blurring” or
colouring the sound as the speaker drive units have a more
direct path to the amplifier.
Each design of cabinet has its own ideal loading for the
best bass loading and performance for its size.
The FRm 2 single unit floor standing speaker has similar
performance to the FRm 3 double unit speaker. The bass
roll off and resonance frequency is only a few Hertz higher
which may be no consequence with a low powered
amplifier.
The FRm 3 is able to reproduce deep bass and its higher
handing power may be suited to larger rooms or where
high sound levels are required.

These excellent units are available on their own in matched
pairs, from Icon Audio for installation in your own
conventional sealed or ported cabinets. Ask for more
details.

FRm 1 in Walnut finish

FRm 2

The same unique full range speaker is used in all three
designs. Each design of cabinet has its own ideal loading
for the best bass loading and performance for its size.
The FRm 2 single unit floor standing speaker has similar
performance to the FRm 3 double unit speaker. The bass
roll off and resonance frequency is only a few Hertz higher
which may be no consequence with a low powered
amplifier.
The FRm 3 is able to reproduce deep bass and its higher
handing power may be suited to larger rooms or where
high sound levels are required.

Close up showing unique long grain paper weave specially
designed for full range sound with rare earth titanium alloy
dome parasitic tweeter for high frequencies.

The FRm 1 design may be bookshelf or stand mounted. All
designs are front ported in order that they may be placed
close to a wall if desired. Although like conventional ported
enclosures, placement away from the wall is recommended
with the floor standing cabinets.
All three models are supplied with “No Loss” attenuators
which are pre set to give optimum performance in the
average room. These are in a small external box.
However many rooms are far from average, and each
amplifier and source (e.g. CD player) will have its own
sound. If after the run in period you feel that the sound may
benefit from “tailoring” to your own circumstances this is a
simple matter to change a couple of components at low
cost.
Indeed all three designs may be run without any
attenuation. The FRm 3 in particular has many possibilities
to “contour” the sound to a personal preference.
Our Magnificent 8” driver with cast alloy basket, large
efficient rare earth magnet and audiophile connectors.

These excellent units are available on their own in matched
pairs, from Icon Audio for installation in your own
conventional sealed or ported cabinets. Ask for more
details.

Introducing Our

A Pure Triode Valve for Modern Amps!
extensive tests in all kinds of situations where EL34s may
be used. E.G. in SINGLE ENDED, PUSH PULL, SELF
BIAS and FIXED BIAS types of amplifier, both vintage and
modern, integrated and mono block. (Icon Audio ST40,
ST20SE, Leak TL25 and Stereo 50/60, QUAD II etc.)
How is it Different?
Unfortunately it is not just a question of ignoring or
removing the 2nd and 3rd grids, the EL34 will not function
without them even in “triode mode”. So a total re-design
was called for using a 300B/845 style flat anode with the
critical shape and spacing to get the EL34 characteristics.
See the photo and diagram below.
What are the advantages?
Smoother more transparent, like a veil has been lifted
away, revealing more macro detail and natural sounding.
It’s like changing from cotton to silk! The EL34D is
handmade to the highest standards in Europe and like for
like should outlast a standard EL34 as it is less
complicated and does not have the G2 grid which is a
common cause of failure in EL34s and all pentode valves.
And if you take into account the cost saving of changing
your amplifier this can represent very good value!
“What are the disadvantages?”

None other than a 3db loss of power which you may
hardly notice. And you can always revert back to your
standard EL34s for more power if you need to!
“But my EL34 amplifier already has a “Triode Switch”?
Because the EL34D is simplified, any switch becomes
redundant as the EL34D is operating in pure triode at all
times. The EL34D is a “true” Triode. And therefore behaves
the same as 300B/2A3 and other pure triode valves.
“How do I use the EL34D in my Leak amplifier?”
Just insert them, the UL connection is ignored, so they can
only work as pure triode valves with no modification.
That is also true of virtually all “self bias” (auto bias) amps
including the QUAD II etc. For fixed bias amps the bias
should be adjusted in the same way as a new set of valves
to the same setting as EL34.

Specifications and Features:

The Mullard developed EL34 introduced in
the early’50s was a remarkable achievement.
Powerful, efficient, with high gain, just what was
needed in the post war boom of hi fi. Today there
are hundreds of thousands in use worldwide.
Unfortunately like all Pentode valves the sound was
not acceptable for hi fi until the “Ultralinear” or “UL”
transformer was developed (half pentode half
triode) to improve the harsh grainy sound quality,
and that situation remains today.
Although “UL” is a good compromise for sound quality and
power, feedback from customers tells us that pure triode
operation is preferred where amplifiers have switchable
UL/Triode mode. As this is closer to the low distortion near
sonic perfection of the 300B/845 etc vintage pure triode
valves, but to make the change you would normally have to
change your amplifier at great cost, as these primitive
valves are “directly heated” and have several design
problems to overcome, not least being prone to “hum”.
So Icon Audio have developed the EL34D (D for triode) an
EL34 compatible valve but with all the characteristics of a
vintage pure triode Which can be used in virtually all
existing EL34 amplifiers giving 100% PURE TRIODE
sound instead of 50%.
The EL34D retains compatibility in nearly all amplifiers
where an EL34/KT66/6L6 (even KT88/6550 in some
circumstances) would be used. Normally a straight swap
and bias check is all that is necessary. We have done















Octal base same as EL34
Pin connection same as EL34
6.3v heater same as EL34
1.6A heater same as EL34
Indirectly heated same as EL34
Transconductance 11mA/V
Amplification factor 11 same as EL34
Max plate voltage 600v DC (EL34 500v in UL)
Max current 120 ma (EL34 150 ma)
Max dissipation 30w (EL34 25w)
No G2 screen grid
No G3 suppressor grid
Carbonated Anode for maximum dissipation






DC plate voltage 300v
DC plate current 100ma
Grid voltage -12v
Plate resistance 1k

Typical Operation:

Provisional Figures specifications subject to change

